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SUMMARY

As a former Operations Manager turned frontend software developer, I enjoy working collaboratively to problem
solve and create applications that benefit the user.  I want to program diverse products that are client-oriented.

SKILLS

Languages/Frameworks: JavaScript | React | HTML | CSS | SCSS | GraphQL | Knex | Express
Testing: Cypress | Mocha | Chai
Tools/Workflow: Git | GitHub | GH Pages | Heroku | GitHub Action CI | NPM | RestAPIs
UX/UI: Figma | Miro | Mobile-First Design

PROJECTS

Not Furgotten (Group Project) Repository | Deployed Link
Tech Stack: React | SASS | GraphQL | Cypress
This application partners users that can no longer care for their pets with users that would like to adopt a pet.
● Worked with a team of  Backend students to seamlessly execute a dynamic API with GraphQL.
● Integrated Cloudinary to store user’s pet pictures to support the adoption process.

Fussy Foodie (Solo Project) Repository | Deployed Link
Tech Stack: React | SASS | Node | Express | Cypress
This is a food/recipe application that allows users to browse and search recipe ideas for what to make for dinner.
● Utilized React Router to create a pleasant UX SPA experience.
● Achieved mobile responsiveness via grid and media query breakpoints.

Book Club (Group Project) Repository | Deployed Link
Tech Stack: React | SASS | Node | PostgresQL | Knex | Express
This application is a full-stack project that allows users to select, favorite or buy a book.
● Created a backend server that allows users to make API requests.
● Used Cypress to give full end to end testing confidence in our builds.

EXPERIENCE

Jenny Craig | Carlsbad, CA 06/2002 – 04/2012
Contact Center Manager and Subject Matter Expert
● Liaison between the technical team and the business to ensure a seamless transition for updates to systems and

sales.
● Managed a team that tracked refunds, customer service issues, warehouse packaging and shipping challenges, sales

performance, and BBB complaints.
● Maintained the Intranet to streamline communication, training, and updates for the core business.
● Discovered with new creative solutions, and operation systems for all business channels.

EDUCATION

Turing School of  Software & Design |Denver, CO 10/2021 – 04/2022
● ACCET-accredited front-end software development program

Colorado University at Boulder | Boulder, CO
● Bachelor of  Arts | Kinesiology | Colorado University at Boulder
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